Biochemistry

6th–10th December

The cafe offers a range of freshly baked goods, along with a homemade soup and hot snack of the day, and a range of made in house lunches from the deli.

**Monday**
Soup of the day – Spring green & lentil  Hot snack – Falafel, humous & chilli crème fraiche wrap

**Tuesday**
Soup of the day – Bean & vegetable broth  Hot snack – Tikka paneer flatbread

**Wednesday**
Soup of the day – Carrot & coriander  Hot snack – BBQ pulled oats wrap

**Thursday**
Soup of the day – Roasted tomato & basil  Hot snack – Cajun vegetable & bean burrito

**Friday**
Soup of the day – Courgette & pea  Hot snack – Mozzarella, pesto & rocket wrap